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Remember the days when you
felt like you had all the time in the
world during the summer? When
you’d be content to run around in
your back yard with your Star Wars
figures and have Luke fall down the
slide after he found out that your
vinyl-caped Vader (now worth more
than you’d care to know) was his
father.
I just realized that reflective moment probably didn’t happen to
half of the Rebel Legion. I feel so old sometimes…
I envy the younger Star Wars fans these days. Not the folks
in the Legion who are young, but those fans under 12. When
I was 9 and seeing Return of the Jedi in 1983, I’d never have
expected people in costume to be standing outside the theater,
or in the Star Wars aisle at my local toy store, or at the dairy
section at the grocery store (true trooping story). For those
kids, we get to make Star Wars real for a brief, shining moment
in their lives.
We’re everywhere now – parades, stores, theaters, museums,
libraries, hospitals, cons, schools, concerts, and everywhere
in-between. By the time the next issue comes out, we’ll have
countless summer parades, Celebration Japan, San Diego
Comic Con, toy store midnight madness events, the Clone Wars
premiere, the US closing of Where Science Meets Imagination,
and Dragon*Con (just to name a few) all behind us.
The next issue of Comlink is going to have to be a small novel.
Think about how many kids are going to be at those events.
Yeah, probably not so much at Dragon*Con... but what about
that music of John Williams concert you’re attending, or Boy
Scout event, or air show, to say nothing of the movie release
and toy store stuff? That’s why we do this. Mary Franklin
mentions it in her interview in this issue too. Yes, accolades
from LFL are wonderful, but...

We’re here for the kids,
whose action figures just got a little bigger.
No wonder the summer just flies by…

Mary Franklin
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Matt Hofmann - Legion Commanding Officer
“What’s THAT comlink?”
The past two issues we’ve provided you with some fairly recognizable
comlinks on our cover; Luke’s Stormtrooper comlink from ANH
(Issue 1) and Qui-Gon’s Jedi comlink from EP1 (Issue 2). But this
issue’s star is a little more esoteric. Have you figured it out yet?
C’mon, you call yourselves Star Wars experts? Okay then, it’s
Captain Panaka’s Naboo comlink from EP1!
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What’s up for Issue 4? You’ll just have to wait and see!

meet
the base

Each quarter, we feature a Base or Outpost of the Rebel Legion
as a way for our members to get to know one another, and to learn
more about our fellow Rebels scattered all over the globe. This
issue, we are getting to know Japan Base!

Following the trend of Celebration Europe, Star Wars Celebration
is coming to Asian shores, (Tokyo, July 19-21), and boy, are our
Rebels from Japan Base ready for the task. Leading our troops
are Japan Base Commanding Officer (BCO), Okitsugu Kado—
known within the Rebel Legion as “Oki” and Base Executive
Officer (BXO) Saitou “Masa” Masayoshi.

Originally started as an Outpost in 2005, the Japan Base has
participated in over 13 events in the past two years. These
events included the Episode III: Revenge of the Sith premiere
in Tokyo, Public Service Announcements for the city of Osaka,
participating in local fan films, costume conventions, and also the
Osaka Midousiji Parade!

The Japan Base, while keeping to the mission of the Rebel
Legion, also has its own focus and priorities, including:

While the Japan Base may yet be small, its membership is
excited to be part of the Rebel Legion and Base membership is
growing at a great pace.

• Making quality costumes of characters appearing in all the
Star Wars films.
• Recruiting new members and deepening relationships with
each fan and every Star Wars fan group.
• Providing our fans with live performances of carefully
organized and studied lightsaber arts.
• Having visitors enjoy Base performances at events
while continuing to provide pleasure for the fans of the
Star Wars Community.

Congratulations to the Japan Base for their continued growth
and “can-do” attitude as they head for Celebration Japan.
Base CO, Okitsugu “Oki” Kado said it best: We will Fight for
Freedom at Celebration Japan!”
You can see Japan Base’s website here:  
http://rebellegionjapan.com/top.html

A few fun facts about Japan:
• Japan Base serves the archipelago
country of Japan.
• Current membership is 21 members.
• The Japanese names for Japan are
Nippon (にっぽん) and Nihon (にほん).
• Traditionally, sumo is considered Japan’s national
sport and it is one of the most popular spectator
sports in Japan.
• Mount Fuji is the highest mountain in Japan at
3,776 m (12,388 ft). A dormant volcano that last
erupted in 1707–08.

Members attend an event at the Yokohama Wonderland Market.
December 16, 2007

Comlink



Photo compliments of Matt Hofmann.

Something about
Mary [Franklin]

Mary Franklin (HM 02), Events Manager for Lucasfilm, Industrial
Light and Magic and LucasArts, is knee-deep in summer
convention season, but she took a moment to answer a few
questions for this edition of Comlink.

You started as a fan before you became involved with LFL. Has
working behind-the-scenes added to or lessened your fandom?
It has definitely added to my fandom to work at Lucasfilm. Before
I came to work at Lucasfilm, I had a huge appreciation for the
Star Wars galaxy, its characters and stories, and for my friends
that I met through fandom. After starting work here in 2001,
I have only added new appreciations. First of all, for the fan
community that I am lucky enough to observe through my work
on the Celebrations and Bantha Tracks. Next, for my coworkers
at Lucasfilm who take what George created seriously, and who
concern themselves with taking good care of that universe, from
toys to collectibles to events to media and more.
How many events do you coordinate yearly for Star Wars/LFL
around the world? What’s next on your calendar?
Many! Here’s just July of this year – three big shows!
• E3 in Los Angeles, for LucasArts. As E3 takes place in the
week leading up to Celebration Japan, and because I’ll be
in Tokyo that week, my colleague David Iskra will be in Los
Angeles making sure that show goes smoothly for LucasArts.
• Celebration Japan, July 19-21, Tokyo. This is
huge, obviously, with the programming, celebrities,
entertainment, exhibits, and more.

• San Diego Comic-Con International, July 2327, for Lucasfilm, LucasArts, and Star Wars Shop. I’ll
fly straight from Celebration Japan to San Diego for
Comic-Con. We’ll have a huge Lucasfilm Pavilion with
special Clone Wars features, LucasArts, Star Wars
Shop, and a number of our licensees. We’ll also produce Star
Wars programming for Star Wars day on Friday, including Steve
Sansweet’s big presentation Friday evening. We do the Star
Wars Fan Movie Challenge Awards Thursday night, and a kids’
“How to Draw Star Wars” class on Sunday. And the Pavilion is
just hopping all the time!
[Then] in August there’s SIGGRAPH and the Leipzig Games
Convention, as well as The Clone Wars movie release. Then
more shows in September, October… etc.
And in case you were wondering, Mary will not be attending Dragon*Con
with Steve Sansweet this year, nor is she saying a word about
Celebration V.

What is your favorite memory from all the events you have
helped with for LFL?
It’s really impossible to pick a favorite. One thing that always
moves me, however, is when I get a chance to go outside
right before the opening of the first day of a Celebration. I like
to walk down the line of my fellow fans, who are waiting and
excited to get in the show. No one knows who I am, or that I
have something to do with producing the show, so I can quietly
observe all the excitement and energy. It almost gets me teared
up sometimes, to see so many people happy, and to know I’ve
been a part of making that happen. Then, when the doors open I
stand inside and watch the first people rush in. Nothing compares
to that for me, in the event world.

interview

What do you look for when accepting articles and photos for the
SW publications, online format and in the magazine? Is there a
favorite story that stands out in your mind so far?

What kind of things would you like to see the RL do in the future
to “step up our game” or at least what things would you enjoy
seeing us do?

I look for stories and pictures that tell a personal story even
amidst the biggest events - which are either funny or touching,
or show how fans made a difference. I can’t pick a favorite, but
there have been many that have made me laugh out loud or
warmed my heart. I love it when kids write in, too, and share their
love for Star Wars. It’s great to see how the Saga is timeless, and
is able to inspire new generations.

The Rebel Legion does so much already! I get great reports of
your fundraisers, hospital visits, community events, museum
openings, and more. I am continually impressed with the selfless
service of the RL, and with your sense of fun. I would enjoy it if
you continue to send in more reports to Bantha Tracks.

I can tell you what I don’t look for, too.
Sometimes I receive links to vast photo archives of hundreds of
pictures, with an e-mail that says only “here is our report from X.”
What am I supposed to do with that? Take time to wade through
1,000 pictures with no captions, and then make up a story? Not
going to happen!
Can you get a “Meet the OTHER Legion” started? ::Wink wink::
I remember in one of the first Bantha Tracks I wrote, when it was
started up again, I gave the Rebel Legion and Jedi Assembly
equal time to the 501st Legion. I can drop a hint with starwars.com
about “Meet the OTHER Legion.” No guarantees there, but I can
also continue to give the Rebels good coverage in Bantha Tracks!
We hear you’re a Bossk
fanatic... what’s the most
unusual Bossk item you
have? Is there anything else
you collect?
A couple of years ago for
my birthday, my friend
Bonnie Burton made me
a Bossk portrait entirely of
beans. She glued different
colored beans to glittery
paper, and framed it. I love
it, and Bossk is adorable in
the portrait – he really looks
like Bossk. It hangs above
my desk at home.

The only advice I might possibly give is, “Love who you are!”
Occasionally I sense there might be a little resentment with the
Rebels that the Imperials are asked to appear more often for
official events. The simple fact is that full helmets present a better
chance for suspension of disbelief for an audience. It’s a lot
harder for face characters to fool the masses into thinking they
have just stepped right into the Star Wars galaxy. However, that
said, the evidence is hard and fast that your Star Wars characters
have brought joy to countless people – kids of all ages, and kids
all over the world...
You make people smile and say “Star Wars” wherever
you go, and you have brought a lot of entertainment as
well. So be proud of it! You should be.
If you were to have a RL costume, which would you choose?
Have you gotten into any SW costume before?
I’m not a costumer because I really like to be behind the scenes,
in the producer role, not stand out in the crowd. If I were a Rebel
I think I’d be a Rebel Pilot. Or, I think I’d be a Tusken Raider. It’s
a totally cool costume, and it would go with Bantha Tracks. I also
like the idea of waving a big stick and yelling randomly at people.
- Matt “hofmann” Hofmann, Midwest Base

Photo compliments of Joel Webne.

I also have a one-of-a-kind,
hand painted, small Bossk
bust that I got from Steve
Bossk bean art created for
Sansweet. I coveted it in his
Mary by Bonnie Burton.
collection for years. Finally,
I was given something one
day that he really wanted, and didn’t have, so I was able to talk
him into a trade. Win Win!
I don’t collect anything else, except maybe photographs. I love
photographs, taken by me or taken by other people. I love the
stories they evoke.  

Joel “Shivannd” Webne and friends catch Mary
walking around Celebration IV.
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This recipe for Aunt Beru’s classic
favorite ‘Blue Milk’ was submitted by
Jennifer “Padme of Hidden Lake” Daly,
member of the Rebel Legion’s Echo
Base. A great drink to cool off on a hot
summer day, this is a sweet treat that’s
fun for adults and kids alike.
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Marie “Granny Wan” Cannon of
Mountain Base sent in this
dessert, fit for a Princess!

This recipe was submitted by Deidra
“Princess Dee” Culp, member of the
Rebel Legion’s Midwest Base, and
leader of the Legion’s Great Lakes
Delegation. A refreshing salad for your
next Barbecue, or perhaps snacking on
in the Jedi Temple Dining Hall.
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So at your next cookout, prepare these dishes that
will satisfy the hunger – and the geek – in you!
- Katharine “UberJedi” Star, Echo Base

Diplomatic
Missions

The interactions between the guests and costumers were very
friendly and relaxed, with many visitors asking questions about
what the Rebel Legion stands for. As a result there is a new
member on the way who is currently working on their costume.
The lesson learned? That new members can be found
anywhere and at anytime; it is just a question of how we show
ourselves to the world.

Later on that evening...
After a short “meet and greet” with some local celebrities and
the Miss Belgian Beauty candidates, the screening finally
began. Each visitor had to make a choice at that point; watch
the entire episode from inside the tent or from outside in the
parking lot atop a large viewing platform.
The platform, provided by the event organizer, came equipped
with comfortable seats (with safety straps), tables, big screens,
a bar and heating devices to keep everybody nice and
comfortable during the screening of this 40 minute DVD. The
platform itself was attached to the huge crane located right
beside the tent and it lifted up the entire platform to about 60
meters above the ground. Unfortunately the platform was not
big enough for all the visitors to go up simultaneously so there
were several runs during the evening.

The Family Guy DVD Release
Brussels, Belgium - April 4th

Last February Benelux Base had the honor and pleasure of
participating in the official opening weekend of the Star Wars
Exhibition in Brussels as organized by LucasFilm. Our presence
there did not go unnoticed and shortly after the opening we were
contacted by an event agency called EyePlay about trooping at the
release of the Family Guy: Blue Harvest DVD in Brussels.
The event took place at Tour & Taxis, the same place where the
Star Wars Exhibition was being hosted. The event organizer had
installed a big tent in the parking lot that was fully equipped with
a nice wooden floor, bar, tables, comfortable seats, a merchandise
shop and several big TV screens where later on the brand new
Family Guy: Blue Harvest DVD would be screened by all visitors.

Cue Opening Scrawl...
About 500 visitors came by that evening to be a part of this
exclusive event. Most of the gathered crowd was invited by the
event organizer while the rest were people lucky enough to win
an invitation during a contest held through several Belgian radio
stations, websites and other media channels.

The last run was reserved for the costumers. Some of us took
the opportunity to go up still fully dressed in our costumes; it
was pretty cool to see Stormtroopers, TIE Pilots, X-Wing Pilots,
Jedis and Rebel Fleet Troopers hovering above the ground on
that huge platform.
It was one of the finest events Benelux Base has ever
participated in and it will be long remembered by all of us. Each
participant received a free DVD just to say thank you for a job
well done. And later on, when I arrived at home at 2 o’clock
in the morning... I just couldn’t resist: I took the DVD out and
watched it all over again.
A big thank you of course to all of the participants, TeeKay-421
(also known as “The Belgian Star Wars Fanclub”) and our good
friends from the 501st Legion’s FanWars Garrison – South
Belgium for their assistance. It was nice to work with all of you
once more.
See you all soon!
- Stefaan “Dark Trooper” De Baere, Benelux Base

Each person that showed up also received not only a free raffle
ticket but a free entry ticket for the Star Wars Exhibition. Raffle
participants could win some cool Star Wars prizes, including
several Gentle Giant statues, a number of action figures, USB
“Flashsticks” and many other interesting gadgets and collectibles.
By handing out the free exhibition tickets EyePlay made sure
the tent never got too crowded; some visitors used their ticket
immediately and went to visit the exhibition returning later, while
others stayed behind to watch the DVD. Everything went like
clockwork and the event passed quickly (which happens when
you’re having fun).
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Stefaan “Dark Trooper” De Baere straps in to watch the show
from the raised platform.
Additional photos:
http://www.rebellegion.be/gallery/thumbnails.php?album=13

Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital
Palo Alto, California  -  April 19

th

Diplomatic
Missions
As the playroom started to fill up we broke into two groups
– four members remained in the playroom with R2-D2, while
the remaining three of us conducted bedside visits. As Will
“Owkrules” remained in the playroom with the children, he had
the opportunity to share a few quiet moments with a patient
and her mother. “We had a great time playing cards and
coloring and it was just great to be able to see a smile on her
face and take her away from the daily grind of being a patient
in a hospital. Those moments are what make these visits so
special and a great way to costume with a purpose.”
All in all, it was a very successful visit. Teenagers and parents
got a thrill out of seeing a Stormtrooper, little girls were
delighted to meet the “Princesses”, and when all else failed
showing a child a lightsaber turn on and off usually got them
to smile (some didn’t want to give it back!) Matt “JedHead”
recalls, “I was happy just to bring a smile to them, even
for just a few hours. One little girl even made a Star Wars
drawing for me to keep. With their courage to face what they
have to deal with every day, they’re the real heroes as far as
I’m concerned.” The playroom coordinators felt the children
responded very well to our visit and they hope we can see
them again around Halloween.

There are many reasons for joining the Rebel Legion, but one of
the most rewarding is having the opportunity to give back to the
community through our love of Star Wars costuming.

If any other Bases (or regions) have hospitals with a Children’s
wing I highly recommend contacting them to see if they
arrange special events and visits.
- Kathy “Kay Dee” Skirmont, Endor Base

Thanks to the help of long time Rebel Legion member Will
“Owkrules” Moore, Endor Base’s San Francisco region was able
to arrange a visit to the Stanford Medical Center, Lucile Packard
Children’s Hospital in Palo Alto, California.
Here at the Lucile Packard facility, children, infants and preemies
undergo a wide range of breakthrough treatments including gene
therapy, organ transplants, cardiac surgery, and cancer treatment.
“I was very moved by those kids and the brave faces they showed
us,” said Matt “JedHead” Tolosa.
We had an overwhelming number of members who wanted to
volunteer for this event, but due to space limitations in the hospital,
only seven individuals were able to attend.  
• Owkrules . ......
• Kay_Dee ........
• JedHead ........
• ThomasC .......
• Docrichsgirl ....
• BothanJedi . ...
• Trooperdad ....

Prequel Obi-Wan
Senator Padmé Amidala
Anakin Skywalker
New Republic Jedi
Princess Leia
R2-D2
Stormtrooper

You’re never to old to play in the sand!

We spent 2 hours with the children in the hospital. As a group, we
greeted all of the children entering the playroom with Rebel Legion
activity books, temporary tattoo applications, and a life-sized R2-D2
that enchanted the children with beeps, whistles and music. The
Princess Leia tattoos were a big hit with all of the little girls, and the
activity books were diverse enough to have something for nearly all
ages. One of our Jedi also brought along an extra lightsaber for the
children to play and pose with.
Additional photos:
http://imageevent.com/kay_dee/lucilepackardhospitalvisit?n=0
Photos compliments of Kathy Skirmont.
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Relay For Life

Surprise, Arizona - April 26th

On Saturday evening, April 26, members of the
Arizona contingent of Mountain Base participated in the
American Cancer Society (ACS) Relay for Life event
taking place in Surprise, Arizona.
We shared a space with the Dune Sea Garrison of the
501st Legion... or to be more accurate, we moved into
their space and set up our table and banner, and started
recruiting members and fundraising. I have to say the
501st Legion members were great sports about our
“Rebel Takeover” though!
ACS had dubbed the evening “Movie Night” and many
movie themed costumes were present, but no one received
as much attention as the Star Wars characters.

Stamp Out Hunger

Sterling Heights, Michigan - May 4th
The “Fourth” was with the costumers from both the Rebel
Legion’s Midwest Base and the 501st Legion’s Great Lakes
Garrison as they helped the United States Postal Service stamp
out hunger May 4th  at the Freedom Hill Amphitheater in Sterling
Heights, Michigan. With the weather warm and sunny, it was
a perfect day for the festive picnic atmosphere at the rally that
featured live entertainment provided by some postal employees
who sang, jammed in bands, and danced in skits. There were
also many games and activities for the kids such as a dunk
tank, an obstacle course, and we can’t forget the Blaster Range
provided by our good friends from the Great Lakes Garrison that
was staffed by a few Jedi and an Imperial Crew person. The
Younglings enjoyed taking shots at Han, Leia, Zam, Vader, a
Clone Trooper, and Jar Jar. All who played won activity books,
trading cards and temporary tattoos. The National Association
of Letter Carriers donated $100.00 to the Make-A-Wish
Foundation for our appearance.

We had Terry “Grampy-Wan” Cannon and Marie
“Granny-Wan” Cannon running a raffle that raised $75.
Also attending were several Jedi, Visas Marr, Slave Leia,
a Rebel Fleet Trooper and a Tusken Raider.  
The highlight of my evening was when a young man of about
10 came running up to me and said, “Look out Jedi, Darth
Vader is coming!”
- Marie “Granny Wan” Cannon

The morning started out with a parade around the grounds
headed up by a Kilted Bagpiper followed by city officials, a
formation of Military veterans and vehicles, police and fire
departments, the fine shining troops from the 501st Legion and
the Jedi Three with postal vehicles behind. When the parade
ended, the crowed gathered under and around the pavilion for
a short ceremony by the local chapter of the Vietnam Veterans
association honoring the fallen with a moving 21-gun salute.
After kicking off the Stamp Out Hunger Rally, the costumers were
invited to take part in the Cupid Shuffle to crank up the positive
vibes. Yes, there is actual video of Jedi cutting a nice piece of
rug! The rest of the day the costumers mingled with the crowd
and posed for pictures with the younglings.
Even though the weather was nice, a freak gust of wind lifted
up the heavy aluminum framed tent that covered the Blaster
Range and sent it forward with enough power to cause harm.
Fortunately, the ever observant Jedi jumped into action, two
grabbing the legs making sure it went no further as one saved the
table and swag from certain doom. Thank the Force that no one
was injured in the incident!
- Paul “Qui-Gon32” Spranger, Midwest Base
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Additional photos: http://s193.photobucket.com/
albums/z9/twagensomer/USPS%20Sterling%20Heights/

Diplomatic
Missions
The first Saturday in May might appear to be just another
day, but to Star Wars and comic book fans, it is the best day
of the year to stop at your local comic store! Why? Because,
it is Free Comic Book Day! For the seventh year in a row,
comic book specialty stores across North America and
around the world have set aside one day to give out free
comic books.
Local comic stores across the US invited Rebel and 501st
Legion members out to their stores to help with the days’
festivities. Here are photos and reports from a few of the
places Rebel Legion members headed to this year.
To keep up on future Free Comic Book Days visit
freecomicbookday.com

recess
Cleveland, Ohio
At recess, Caribbean pirates, bounty hunters, and a
Norse God of Thunder joined the Rebels to help draw
the public into this unique RPG Gaming store. recess
came up with something extra special for customers to
play, called “The Human Slot Machine” where kids and
adults got to pull on the arm of a giant slot machine type
setup and 3 of the costume characters would “randomly”
pick a type of fruit... match 2-3 fruit... win a prize or two!
Everyone seemed to enjoy the interactive way of
keeping fans interest and for some reason... when the
younglings were up, this rebel pilot’s row in the slot
machine always seemed to come up “orange” (I can’t
explain why!)
- Geoff “Krash” Krickhan, Midwest Base

Chautauqua Comics
Jamestown, New York
Some members of Sabre Wing (Hawkbat Squadron)
made a small recruitment stop at Chautauqua Comics in
Jamestown, New York. The crowds were thrilled to meet
some of the Hawkbats and enjoyed the activity books,
trading cards and temporary tattoos they had to hand
out. Lord Vader himself and some of his Imperial crew
from Garrison Excelsior also stopped by pick up some
new comics.
-Gil “JediXXL” Guemes, Echo Base
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Where Science Meets Imagination
St. Paul, Minnesota - June 12 - 15th

The Star Wars: Where Science Meets Imagination exhibit kicked off in St. Paul, Minnesota on
June 12 with a gala event starring Anthony Daniels.
Over 40 Rebel Legion and 501st Legion members participated in the festivities, which lasted
from Thursday night until Sunday evening.
The opening weekend was a success, with Legionnaires coming from Central Base and Garrison,
Midwest Base and Garrison, Echo Base, and Garrison Carida. Many thanks to all of you who
braved the storms and flooding on the way to Minnesota, and the subsequent detours and travel
delays on the way back home.
- Ed “IndustrialSizeEd” Cook, Central Base
Participants included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anthony Daniels welcomes everyone.
12
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Rebekah Adams .............
Jenny Braun ..................
Ed Cook . .......................
Deidra Culp ...................
Matt Hofmann ................
Teresa Jackson ..............
Beth Johnson . ...............
Beret Balestrieri Kohn ....
Robert Kohn ..................
Andrew Marsh ................
Samantha Porter ............
Phyllis Schulte ...............
Cheryl Whitaker .............

(rebadams7)
(I Five)
(IndustrialSizeEd)
(Princess Dee)
(hofmann)
(leiasolosinger)
(Blue)
(LeiaYT1300)
(SoloYT1300)
(Jack Killian)
(Jedi_Jaina09)
(Schph Gochi)
(Whinter Fenlynn)

(Top of page) Rebels gather for the Opening Gala on
Thursday evening. Photo from Jenny Braun.

Diplomatic
Missions

The Exhibit’s X-Wing model was well looked after with both the
Screaming Tauntaun and Shadow Squadrons standing guard.

With the Museum swarming with the Empire, the
Alderaanian Defense Force had a tough job keeping
Senator Organa safe.

Delta 1 (Phyllis Schulte) and Delta 4 (Cheryl Whitaker) capture
TK-118 (Tom Schaefer) and a couple of Imperial sympathizers.

Ed (IndustrialSizeEd), Thanks for
helping organize the weekend events!
You deserve a long nap!

The Jedi make sure every visitor follows the rules,
and enjoys themselves.

Photos compliments of Jenny Braun, Phyllis Schulte, and Cheryl Whitaker.
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Lilac Festival Parade
Rochester, New York - May 10

Diplomatic
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Jump forward five years to Saturday May 10th, and members of
Rebel Legion, 501st Legion, and Fan Force marched yet again in
the Rochester Lilac festival parade, this year, celebrating five years
of trooping in Rochester.  It was one of our best years marching
in the parade if not the best. Just like in 2003, a 501st Legion
Stormtrooper came along for his very first troop. Along with him
were 26 other Rebel Legion, 501st Legion, and Fan Force members
in costume, from all over New York, Pennsylvania and Canada
forming a well rounded group of characters. As usual, everyone
was excited to see us and the day could not have been better.

In 2003, inspired by the Young Jedi Niagara Fan Force Chapter’s
appearance in the Grape and Wine Festival parade, the Rochester
Fan Force Chapter organized their first major Star Wars costume
event as part of the Rochester Lilac Festival Parade.  
That first year of marching was a big success. For some it was
their first troop in Rochester and for others it was their first troop
all together. This one event lead to the growth of the Fan Force
Chapter, as well as more local Rebel Legion and 501st Legion
participation. The next five years would see more growth and
activity beyond anyone’s expectations. Not only were there
movie and DVD release events, toy shows and conventions, but
countless charity and community related events.   

Afterwards we all gathered together at the Monroe Community
Hospital for a BBQ picnic lunch and a nice afternoon of
camaraderie and catching up. It was nice getting together with
old friends and meeting some new ones, once again. We have
become a regular attraction in the parade that everyone looks
forward to. This year the local paper featured us in an article
about the parade.  
Thanks to everyone for their efforts and enthusiasm over the
years, Rochester has become a great place to be a Star Wars
costume fan. We are all looking forward to five more years of
trooping in Rochester.   
- Jeffrey “STAR-WARS-FREAK-JPB” Buholtz, Echo Base

Additional photos: http://www.garrisonexcelsior.com/forum/gallery2.php?g2_itemId=46151

Detachment News
The Knights of the Jedi Order (KJO) was formed in November of 2007, and became the third official
Detachment within the Rebel Legion. The KJO handles the single, largest costume group within
the Legion: the Jedi. This category includes; Luke, Anakin, Obi-Wan, Mace Windu, and all of the
generic Old and New Republic Jedi.
The KJO was the creation of Mark “Mooglar” Stafford and Neil “Aurabesh” Shivelle with the
assistance of Becca Kraning, Andrea Samuelwicz, Legion Command and the Rebel Legion
Starfighter Command (Pilot Detachment).
The current command staff for the KJO has Mark as DCO and Neil as DXO. The Detachment
currently has 113 active members (making it the biggest Detachment within the Rebel Legion) with
eight active Temples:
• Dantari Temple – Dantooine Base
• Skywalker Temple – Endor Base
• Star Temple – Kessel Base
• Eagle Knights Temple – Mexican Base

• Temple of the Great Lakes – Midwest Base
• Stormfront Temple – Ra Kura Base
• Massassi Temple – German Base Yavin
• Temple of the Twin Suns – Tatooine Outpost

The chief goal of the KJO is to be a depository of information for the Jedi costume. We strive to ensure that all members
legion-wide have access to any information and help they need. We also serve as a sounding board so members can
receive feedback on their work in progress.
- Neil Shivelle (Aurabesh), Terrapin Base
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Greetings to all my fellow Rebels!
The convention season is barely started, and yet – we’re all feeling
the rush and excitement as the events pass. Still, there is a lot
more to come!
The Rebel Legion continues to grow by leaps and bounds – getting
more events, taking our brand out to the public, and showing everyone
in the Star Wars Community exactly what we can do.
There has never been a better time to join the Rebellion!
In the next few months our members will be experiencing Celebration
Japan, San Diego Comic-Con International, and Dragon*Con.  These
three conventions are the highlights of the Summer and will be heavily
attended by Rebels from all over the world.
But remember… while you’re out there having fun this summer,
remember to take notes – we need your mission reports, photos,
articles, interviews, and ideas.
And as the Legion grows, so to does the Comlink staff! We are also
proud to announce the addition of our newest staff members:
Katharine Star, Co-Editor
Joel Webne, Staff Writer
Neil Shivelle, Staff Writer
Thank you so much, everyone, for taking the time to be part of Comlink!
In the meantime, keep sending in those articles and ideas to Susie,
Lesley, and Katharine.

Editors:

Lesley Farquhar
Sunrider Base

Susie Leopold
Midwest Base

Staff:

Susie “Lavagrrrl” Leopold: LPRO@rebellegion.com
Lesley “BrieKalan” Farquhar: LMO@rebellegion.com
Katharine “Uberjedi” Star: katharinestar@gmail.com

Deidra Culp
Midwest Base

Justin Manning
Alderaan Base

Matt Hofmann
Midwest Base

Jon Paulson
Sunrider Base

Joe “vampyregodz” Price, beloved husband
of Sheila “Mara Pricestar” Price, passed away
March 6th. All that loved and knew him will
sorely miss him.
Members of Ra Kura Base and the Florida Garrison
of the 501st Legion loved Joe dearly. The lost of
our dear friend has hit us all tremendously. He was
loved so very much by everyone.
Joe had been having several health issues for
some time now but was a true fighter and go-getter.
He had always arranged and done so many charity
events despite of his own health. He exemplifies
the true meaning of a trooper. At times he had to
attend events by means of his powered scooter,
just to do whatever it takes to participate at these
events. Last year, he even participated in Star Wars
Weekends by means of his scooter. The man was
truly admirable. Some of you may have had the
pleasure of meeting Joe and Sheila at Celebration
IV and Star Wars Weekends. They were the couple
that would greet everyone with open arms and were
so welcoming.

Fal l e n R e b e l s

From the
Editors’ Desks

We will miss you dear friend. The only comfort we
have now is that we know you are no longer in pain
and at peace. Much love always!
Katharine Star
Echo Base

Joel Webne
Freedom Base

Our deepest sympathies and condolences go out to
his wife Sheila.
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